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NEW QUESTION: 1
Switch 1 and Switch 2 are HP ProVision switches operating as
Layer 2 switches. VLAN 33 has been defined as the management
VLAN on both switches. Based on this topology, which user
devices can access Switch 1 by using SSH?
A. all users and servers in the topology
B. only User-1, User-2, and the Server
C. only User-1 and User-2
D. only User-1
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
Note: This question is part of a series of questions that
present the same scenario. Each question
in the series contains a unique solution that might meet the
stated goals. Some question sets
might have more than one correct solution, while others might
not have a correct solution.

After you answer a question in this section, you will NOT be
able to return to it. As a result, these
questions will not appear in the review screen.
You have an app workspace that contains a report. The report
contains sensitive data.
You need to ensure that you can embed the report into a custom
application that will be accessed by
external users. The external users will NOT have a Microsoft
Azure Active Directory user account or
Power BI licenses.
Solution: From Publish to web, generate an iFrame.
Does this meet the goal?
A. Yes
B. No
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
An administrator adds a new Mount resource using the command
line. After running the hastatus-sum command, the administrator
notices the state of the resource is RESOURCES NOT PROBED.
Which command should the administrator run to allow the
resource to be probed?
A. hares -probe Log02_Mount -sys server101
B. hares -modify Log02_Mount Enabled 1
C. hares -action Log02_Mount ProbeReTry
D. hares -refreshinfo Log02_Mount -sys server101
Answer: B
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